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As far as I can tell, sekanjabin syrup (also called concentrate) was introduced to the SCA in Duke Sir Cariadoc’s 
Miscallany, which dates to the 1980s.  And even there, His Grace states that he used a non-period source for the recipe; 
while there is a 13th recipe for something called Sekanjabin Simple, it does not include the mint. Historically accurate or 
not, it’s a delicious drink to hydrate on a hot Meridian day. 
 

From Cariadoc’s Miscelleny: 
 
“Sekanjabin 
Dissolve 4 cups sugar in 2 1/2 cups of water; when it comes to a boil add 1 cup wine vinegar. Simmer 1/2 hour. 
Add a handful of mint, remove from fire, let cool. Dilute the resulting syrup to taste with ice water (5 to 10 parts 
water to 1 part syrup). The syrup stores without refrigeration. 
 
Note: This is the only recipe in the Miscelleny that is based on a modern source: A Book of Middle Eastern Food, 
by Claudia Roden. Sekanjabin is a period drink; it is mentioned in the Fihrist of al-Nadim, which was written in 
the tenth century. The only period recipe I have found for it (in the Andalusian cookbook) is called "Sekanjabin 
Simple" and omits the mint. It is one of a large variety of similar drinks described in that cookbook-flavored 
syrups intended to be diluted in either hot or cold water before drinking. 
 
Syrup of Simple Sikanjabîn 
(Oxymel) 
Andalusian p. A-74 
Take a ratl of strong vinegar and mix it with two ratls of sugar, and cook all this until it takes the form of a syrup. 
Drink an ûqiya of this with three of hot water when fasting: it is beneficial for fevers of jaundice, and calms 
jaundice and cuts the thirst, since sikanjabîn syrup is beneficial in phlegmatic fevers: make it with six ûqiyas of 
sour vinegar for a ratl of honey and it is admirable. 
 
This seems to be at least two different recipes, for two different medical uses. The first, at least, is intended to be 
drunk hot. In modern Iranian restaurants, sekanjabin is normally served cold, often with grated cucumber.” 
 
Friedman, David and Elizabeth Cook. Cariadoc’s Miscellany. Self-published.  Copyright (c), 1988, 1990, 1992. 
Web. Accessed 1 April 2017. <http://www.pbm.com/~lindahl/cariadoc/miscellany.html> 

 
 
 
Yield: 3 375ml bottles.   
 
Shelf life:  reported to be 3-6 months unrefrigerated, longer if refrigerated.  (I’ve never had a bottle last long enough to 
go bad.) Option:  add 1 TBSP vodka to the syrup before bottling as a preservative.  
 
 
Variations: 
Ginger sekanjabin:   I use crystallized ginger in place of mint but you could also use fresh.   Other spices/herbs can also 
be used. 
 
Lemon mint sekanjabin: add the juice of a lemon and a second lemon thinly sliced.  The longer you let lemons sit in the 
syrup sit before straining, the more lemony it will be.  Other citrus fruits can also be used. 
 
Sugar free sekanjabin:  Use a 1:1 ratio of sugar & Splenda because Splenda is sweeter than sugar.  This will yield 
approx. ½ the amount of the base recipe. 
 
Honey sekanjabin:    Use honey instead of sugar.   I’ve not tried this myself yet, but have been meaning to. 


